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Abstract 

The indoor air relative I iumidily is an important parameter influendn�J t11e human 
ccmirort and hygrotherinal performance of a building. From t11e comfort asrect not only 
lime averaged relative humidity but al o its actual courses are irriportant With the aim 
to evaluate the effect of interior surface rnaterials witti tlifforenl l•>•groscoricity on the 
resul!ing daily courses of indoor relative humi<iity tile non-steady numerical calculations 
of the indoor rnlative humidity. considering time variable ouldr.1or r;lim<'ltic conditions. 
indoor moisture production and ventilation rate were done. 

1. Introduction 

The value of indoor relative humidity is a result of tlie simultaneous effect of tile 
following factors: ouldoor climatic condilions, venlllation rate. indoor moisture 
production, indoor air ternperalure and the release or uptal<1-? of moisture IJy interior 
surface materials. Tl1e numerical model used in this study enables lo evaluate the 
effect of the particul;:ir factors on indoor relative t1urnldity. The presented calculations 
were focused on the effect of the interior surface material hygro�copic propertiAs on the 
courses of the indoor relative humidity in the caso of constant or ti111e variable 
ventilation rates. 

2. Numerical mode! 

On the assumption of the well-mixed air in the room Ii 1e rnass bal;:�nce equetion for 
indoor water vapour may be written as f•Jilows (ref (1 )) 

""[ 11 - L., ll.i. :\ i ·(fl; -- p,,,,.,i 'Ji . 
----- - - - .. ·-·--·· · I ll·(j' Jl;} v . ., (1) 

where p; is the indoor vapour pressure I Pa J, p0 is t11e outdoor vapour pressure tpa I. t is 
tune lsJ. T1 is the indoor air temperature LKJ. GP is lhe indoor vapotir production !kg s 1], 
�G.k is the sum of the moisture flows from or into the room construclion surfaces, V is 
volume of the room I m3i, Iii is the diffusion surface film coefficient l s.m·11, A1 is the area 
of lhe surface where condensation or drying takes place [rn2]. Psa1.sj is the saturation 
vapo1.Jr pressure on that surface [Pa], n is the ventilation rate [ s·11. 
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According to the equation ( 1 ). tl1e indoor varour pressure after small time increment ;\t 
can be 1Nritten as: 

1-i\t n·(J\(1)· P;(I)) (2) 

The presenleci numerical model for calculation of the indoor air relative humidity 
consists in the solution of tt1e equation (2) coupled with 1-D numerical simulation the 

heat and rnoistwe transport through the room constructions. On the base of that 
simulation lhe moisture flow frorn or into the h�1groscopic surfcice of the room is 

calculated for eac�1 time step: 

(3) 

where Psk is the vapour pressure on the wall surface {Pal. Ak is area of the surface 
111121. 

The numerical s imulation of the heat and moisture transport through the room 
constructions was done us ing lhe proyram NEV 3. based on numerical solution of two 
coupled partial differential equations for heal and moisture balance. The more detailed 
description of the model used in program NEV 3 is in ref.(2) 

Tl1e used numerical model for the calcul8lio11 of the indoor air relative humidity was 
verified by comparing the calculated courses of the indoor relative humidity with the 
measured results. The experimental data were taken from ref. (1). The Axperiment was 
done for two rooms with volume 40 m3 and Iota! wall area 50 rn2. The walls and ceiling 
of the first room were covered with aluminium plates, lhe walls and ceiling of the 
second room were finished by gypsum board wilh textured paper. The plastic flooring 
was used in both of the morns. The considered waler vapour µrodur.tion was 0.2 kg per 
hour durin9 the first 3.5 hours and the ventilation rate was time variable. The courses 
of the vapour production and venlilation rate are shown in Fig. (1 ). The material 
properties used in c;;ilculation were taken frorn ref. (3) The lirne step i\t = 300 s was 

used in numerical calculation. The comparison l)ebv00:: \he measured indoor relative 
humidity courses and the courses calculated by the r1urneric8I model is in Fig. (2). The 
calculated data coincide sufficiently with the measured onP-s 

3. Results of the numerical simulation 

With the airn to evaluate tho effect of l11e interiur surface material hygroscopic 
properties on the inrfoor relative humidity the nurneric81 calculations of its daily course 
for three rooms wit11 dirferent wall surface materials and for two dilferent ventila1ion 

strategies were done. The volurPe of the each of t11e rooms was 81 m3• the area of the 
possible hygroscopic sur faces was 55 m2. In tile rirsl room tile cefluloir concrete walls 
were finished with 1 5  mm of gypsurn plaster (vapour resistance factor p :: 8), in the 
second roorn the c0n�rete walls were coverer! with 0 3 mm thick vinyl wall paper 
(vapour diffusion thick1:1ess 11rJ = /..1 rn) and in tt:e third roorn the concrete walls were 
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frnisl1ed with 12 mm gypsum board0 (�1 = 11) covered with 0.3 mm paper wall paper 

(vapour diffusion thickness �1d = 0.027 m). 
The considered dai ly course of vapour production is shown in Fig. (3) Two different 
ventilation strategies were considered · 

- the constant ventilation rate 
_ basic air change rate with the additional ventilation by t11e window opening during the 
water vapour production periods (Fig. (3)). 
The daily mean vent ilation rate was the same in both of the cases: n = 0.4 h-1• 

The considered indoor air temperature was constant t; = 20°C. The daily courses of the 
outdoor temperature and relative humidities were used correspond to January in 
Bratislava with the da lly mean temperature -1.3°C and the daily mean relative humidity 
78 % (Ref. (4)}. Ttie solar radiat ion was not taken into the account. The calculations 

were done for one week period wit11 th:; time step t\t = 300 s. 
The calculated daily courses of indoor relative humidity for the all cons idered cases 

are shown in Fig. (4). As can be seen from the figure the ventilation strategy was very 
important as for the daily course of the indoor relative humidity as for its mean value 
The hygroscopicity of the interior surface material decreased significantly the amplitude 
of the indoor relative humidity variation. The effect of the interior surface material 
hygroscopic properties was more significant in the cases when the constant ventilation 
rate was considered. The 'active thickness' that means the thickness of the surface 
material moisture content of which was changing daily as a result of the release or 
uptake the moisture into or from the indoor air was about 10 mm as in the case of 

gypsum plaster as in the case of gypsum board with paper wall paper. 

4. Conclusions 

·1 he numerical rnodel enabling the e valuation of the effect of the particular factors on 
the indoor relative lnirniuily was presented. 

The examples of c;:ilculation confirmed lt1at as mean value of the ventilation rate as 
the ventilation strategy are important for the actual course of indoor relative humidity. 
The presented calculations confirmed U1e importance of the interior surface 
hygroscopidty on lf)e dally course of the indoor relative humidity. II is more signifficant 
in the cases with constant ventilation rate. 

A lol of further calculations 'for various ventilation and moisture production strategies, 
geometry of the room and longer time periods are necessary for more general 
conclusions regarding the global effect of the particular factors influencing the actua l 
relative humidity courses. 
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Fig. 1 The courses of the vapour production and the ventilatio11 rate used in comparison 
bet.'leen the measured and calculated data 
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MEASURED COURSES OF THE INDOOR AIR RELATIVE HUMIDITY 

Q room wilh aluminium plated walls 

5 

0 room wilh w.111 surfaces consisting of wall paper on gypsum board 
CALCULATED COURSES OF THE INDOOR RELATIVE HUMIDITY 

room with aluminium plated walls 
room with wall surfaces consisting of wall paper on gypsum board 

Fig. 2 The comparison between the measured indoor relative humidity courses and the 
courses calculated by the developed numerical model 
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Fig. 3 Daily courses of the vapour production and the ventilation rate used in calculation 
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Fig. 4 Calculated cou1 ses of the indoor realtive humidity for different wall surface 
materials and ways of ventilation 
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